


HFM1222
Token Ring Receiver

APPLICATION (continued )
SQUELCH input is a TTL logic level. When it is high, it 
will disable the data outputs to prevent noise on the ECL 
outputs. With SQUELCH high, the outputs go to the 
same state as Light On at the input. It can be connected 
directly to the Ç output to squelch the outputs under 
low light conditions (receiver noise would cause 
unwanted chatter).

Resistor Rà°¤ adjusts the Ç threshold upward. A 
resistor applied from ADJ to ground can be used to 
adjust the receiver's Ç threshold upward by 0 to 3.2 dB 
(optically). The ratio increase in threshold is given by: 
(Rà°¤ + 24.3K)/(Rà°¤ + 11.6K).

ST is a registered trademark of AT & T.

Honeywell reserves the right to make 
changes in order to improve design and 
supply the best products possible. h 577



HFM1222
Token Ring Receiver

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
< 7.0 VSupply voltage (VÙÙ)

-40 to +85¡CTemperature

Stresses greater than those listed under "Absolute Maximum 
Ratings" may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a 
stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or 
any other conditions above those indicated in the operational 
section of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum rating conditions for extended periods of time may affect 
reliability.

ELECTRO-OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Over 0 to 70¡C, VÙÙ = 4.75 to 5.25 VDC unless otherwise stated)

UNITS TEST CONDITIONSMINPARAMETER SYMBOL TYP MAX

Manchester codingData Rate (operating range) MBPS4 16
Average power (10øÀÉ BER)Input Power (operating range) dBm-31 -11

850 nm
Excluding ÇSupply Current mA21 35

RMS, -31 dBm average inputJitter (uncorrelated) [À]  [Á] ns0.55
Average; -11 dBm inputPulse Width Distortion [À]  [Á] ns6

Threshold for Ç, high to lowSignal Quality Detect (Ç) dBm-34 -31
PÛÜ > -31 dBm averageDelay Time (acceptable level) [Â] µs13 18
PÛÜ < -11 dBm averageDelay Time (unacceptable level) [Â] µs4.5 7

Output (Out+/Out-) Load í500
Peak to peak (differential) 25¡COutput Swing V1.6 2.3

Over temperatureppm/¡C+1000
IÞÚ – 3 mAÇ VÞÚ V0.4

Small signalReceiver Bandwidth MHz44
Transition for Ç low to highSignal Quality Detect (Ç) [Ã]  [Ä] dBm-38

For low to high transitionSignal Quality Detect, Hysteresis dB0.3 1.5
-31 dBm inputOutput Rise and Fall Time [Å] ns3.3

Squelch Input
VÛÝV2
VÛÚV0.8
IÛÚmA0.16

At 16 MHzPower Supply Rejection [Æ] mV(pk-pk)100
Notes
 1.  Measured with 50% level of output with a 16 MHz, 50% duty cycle square wave input.
 2.  Measured with an input optical rise/fall time less than 6 ns.
 3.  Measured with a 16 MHz square wave input switched between light on and light off with a 60 µsec period in each state.
 4.  The Ç line will be high for any input power at this or lower input powers.
 5.  The BER will be 0.01 or better.
 6.  Load at each output is 500 ½ in parallel with 5 pf to AC ground.
 7.  Maximum power supply noise at 16 MHz to keep BER < 10øÀÉ at 31 dBm.

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS
Supply voltage (VÙÙ) 4.75 to 5.25 V

Temperature 0 to +70¡C

Description Catalog Listing

ORDER GUIDE

HFM1222-331Fiber Optic Token Ring receiver, 9 
pin Package

The inherent design of this component causes 
it to be sensitive to electrostatic discharge 
(ESD). To prevent ESD-induced damage 
and/or degradation to equipment, take normal 
ESD precautions when handling this product.

CAUTION

Honeywell reserves the right to make 
changes in order to improve design and 
supply the best products possible.
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